Letters To Be Given for Football, Soccer

Two games in the huge local stadium. At least a few of the students and only about 1500 people was there.

The Inter-Fraternity Council decided against second-semiter rushing as they feel that if you want men out it but it might be easier in the class of homes. A possibility to this general plan was that there might continue to cut in the dinging hall until the end of the freshmen year. And the students will be in favor of rushing, just before or after Spring Vacation. However, our college, according to our plan, will continue to be held in the confere-

Two coeds were permitted in the houses on Friday. The business sessions of the Inter-Fraternity Council will be held in the month of March. The three offices for which the petitions are to be submitted are the Treasurer's Office, the Secretary's Office, and the President's Office.

The Military Ball is the final major weekend at Trinity during the Christmas semester.

Life in Brazil Busy For Barber and U.N.

Associate Professor of Government Langdon anchored to the four-star rate of absence of early last summer for the current year of his residence in the Office of the President of the University.

The college men debated the question for the second time in recent weeks has been the center of a national controversy: "Brazil; the United States and Argentina," intellectuals to the Communist Government of Argentina.

Heating Robert and Rand Davidman, the affirmative team, won two debates the last time the same team was used.

Faculty group, John Daniels, accompanied the team and acted as judge in the other debate.

Prof. Morse Compiles Works of W. Stevens

The first extensive bibliography of works of Wallace Stevens, famed Harvard poet, has been compiled by Dr. Samuel F. Morse, Assistant Pro-

Dr. Morse has written numerous articles and books on a variety of topics, including poetry, literature, and cultural studies. His work has been widely recognized and is included in the collected works of Wallace Stevens. His efforts have contributed significantly to the understanding of Stevens's work and are an important resource for students and scholars alike.

Queens Final Election

Dr. Morse compiled a comprehensive list of works and biographical information about Wallace Stevens, along with references to academic journals and books that discuss his work. This bibliography serves as a valuable tool for researchers and students interested in the life and work of Wallace Stevens.

Queen of Be Chosen As Evening Highlight

By GERALD SNYDER

The 5th annual Military Ball sponsored by the Trinity Athletic Association was held at the University of North Carolina on December 4 and it is the annual con-

The Inter-Fraternity Council will be held at the University of North Carolina on December 4 and 5 the annual con-
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Although this conclusion followed we succeeded in bringing the question of second semester rushing to a vote, it was received as the editors had anticipated. The result was too strong for us to expect its defeat. One is the natural resistance to change, which in this case would require extra effort on the part of the fraternities, which are apparently satisfied with the way things are being done. Another reason is the fact that students may think that advertisements are more convincing in advertising than in curing. It is true that there are some students who would be more likely to open the pages of the yearbook because the magazine is not placed in a mathematics course, but I do not feel we must in one lump rather than walk a block every time we feel like sending a card to someone we just thought of.

The letter goes on in a little more optimistic way, though still with the beatific smile, "if you feel that you should be unable to use these beautiful cards... please see that this little package gets started on its way back to us now." Even with the Christmas spirit that spills over the page, the writers are really not too nice: "...we are taking care to attach 8 cents of our own postage right to this letter." As if this were not enough, we get the following grim message neatly mimeographed at the bottom of each page: "Friendship is measured, not by the miles between us, but by the frequency with which we write one another." What disturbed us the most is that this letter came not from the artistic department of Trinity but from the place. New Hampshire, Whitaker shall we fret? But after all—adulterated maple syrup should have tipped us off many years ago.

**LETTER TO THE EDITOR**

Yet another letter, this time from Mr. Hadas, makes the point that disinterest in natural science was augmented by the inadequacy of pre-collegiate training in mathematics. Our editors realize with journalistic sincerity that visits to the library and controversy are the red blood of education, has asked us to face a few facts into the academic truths, with the hope that the enraged ears of the would-be scientist will sound like spirited debate. Unfortunately, Mr. Hadas, we have not been able to come up with a proof that it is not the responsibility of each student to sort out even the most trivially trigger-happy impertinence, that this kind of thing is not for the freshmen with caught up in something greater than either of us.

The views of students over formal mathematics is one of the oldest of academic noises. Imagine what it was like in the past when not only mathematics but also Latin was required. But before a Trinity student begins to swim in a sea of self-pity, he should remember that he takes mathematics placement test. If he passes this test, he demonstrates that his past training is not so bad, and that he is ready for college math. If he fails the test, he has demonstrated that he has not had the high school arithmetic training. Trinity does take careful pains to ensure that a student is not placed in a mathematics course for which he is not prepared. Further, it should be mentioned that the question of the adequacy of educational policy. Traditionally, mathematics has been one of the languages of philosophy. It is also the epitome of one sort of human reasoning. One may hate the struggle and strain that mathematics causes, but can one remove it and have a truly liberal education? Also, let us dream of that stupendous day when every student will be as proud of his personal integrity that he just will not permit himself to fail a course.

A current decline in interest in natural science seems to be a fact. I am sure that this is regarded with approval in certain quarters, although the exodus of those who hate science seems to be the least amount of what is being done. Sacredness of mathematics is required for reasons that are to be remain remembered. Mathematics is required for reasons that are not prepared. Further, it should be mentioned that the question of the adequacy of educational policy. Traditionally, mathematics has been one of the languages of philosophy. It is also the epitome of one sort of human reasoning. One may hate the struggle and strain that mathematics causes, but can one remove it and have a truly liberal education? Also, let us dream of that stupendous day when every student will be as proud of his personal integrity that he just will not permit himself to fail a course.
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Swanson 2nd to Simpson; Trinity Finishes Seventh

Now that the final standings and results in the New England Soccer League have been compiled it can be clearly seen that Coach Roy Dak's Mystics were quite a surprise this year. As a team they did not live up to their pre-season rank, but in the scoring race they showed up well.

Dartmouth swept the team title with their perfect 6-0 record since the title is awarded on a percentage won-loss basis. Yale (5-1-1), MIT (6-1-1), Williams (6-2-1), Springfield (6-2), and Harvard (7-3-0) followed in that order with Trinity next in line. Harvard amassed the greatest number of points (14) with their seven triumphs and Yale and Dartmouth were runners up at 12.

Massachusetts, led by Simpson, had the most productive offenses with 32 goals while Dartmouth and Trinity were two and three goals behind, respectively. Dartmouth, Yale, and Lowell Tech all tied for the defensive honors as each gave up only five goals for the season.

In the individual scoring race, Ken Swanson of the Bulldogs lost out to the bid for the crown when Simpson registered six goals in his last two games to pass Ken and win by four goals and a total of 16 for the year. Slinger and Waid of Dartmouth followed with 11 and 10 goals respectively.

Raymond tied with two other men for fifth place.

WHAT'S THIS DROODLE?

For solution see paragraph below.

Swanson 2nd to Simpson; Trinity Finishes Seventh

Crows Trip SN For Grid Title

Al-pl. Cli. Bit took a quick jump into the lead for the Interscholastic Cup when they gained the football championship in a 7-6 playoff with Sigma Xi. This game, as were most of the post-season contests, was decided by the eight play playoff. The teams were tied 6-6 at the end of regulation play. A short Burkh in Riley pass out for 8 yards proved too much for the favored Sigma Xi team to match.

Theta Xi Third

The playoff for third place was won in a similar fashion by Theta Xi over Delta Phi. Two successful aerials in the eight play series paid off for Theta Xi. Roue Courson completed the first, High Zimmerman and Don Shelley hit Courson with a screen pass that gained 20 yards on the next play and that made the difference.

Delta Phi netted fifth place by being the strong side when the Jaguars. Bill Nixon, Jim Stickmer, and Jack Evans stood out for the winner.

Troms Hold Up

The tempest standings were somewhat confusing as the weather and have not prevented any playoffs from being held. Delta Phi and Theta Xi will play for first place and Elton and the Jaguars will battle for third. Alpha Delta and DKE are to play for the fifth spot.

ACCORDING TO THE LARGEST and latest coast-to-coast college survey, college smokers prefer Luckies—and by a wide margin. The No. 1 reason: Luckies taste better. Thousands of students appreciate Luckies' better taste almost as much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and...as much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and...as much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and...as much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and...
Roberts Leads Quintet Prior To Opening Contest with M.T.

Bench Strength Seen as Asset

BY PHIL TRUET

Now that the gridiron season has just about concluded, the spotlight shifts to the hardwood and basketball.

Although the two leading scorers of last season, Charlie Mazurek and Matt Wallace, have graduated, this year's CA SE, LOCKWOOD B Y P HIL
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